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Chirality sensing using Ag+–thiol coordination polymers
An effective chirality sensing strategy has been developed by
using coordination polymers of Ag+ with an achiral thiol ligand
which is designed to be equipped with a binding site for the chiral
analyte. Chirality sensing for monosaccharides was shown to be
operative in the chosen thiol ligand p-mercaptophenylboronic
acid. The protocol also allows determination of the enantiomeric
excess.
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We report here chirality sensing using achiral Ag+–thiol coordination
polymers as the framework which becomes CD active upon interaction with chiral species, taking p-mercaptophenylboronic acid as a
thiol ligand that bears a binding group for monosaccharides.

We recently showed that in aqueous Ag+ and cystein (Cys)
solutions Ag+–Cys coordination polymers form at a pH around
the pI of Cys when Cys exists in the zwitterionic form,1 facilitated
by Ag+  Ag+ interactions (termed Argentophilic interactions2)
and electrostatic interactions between the neighbouring amino
acid residues. We assume that within this coordination polymer
the chiral carbon centers are included in the interaction network
so that CD signals at 360 nm relating to the Ag+  Ag+ interactions were observed. In favor of this assumption was the
observation of an interesting pH switching behavior of both the
absorption and corresponding CD signals that turn off at high
pH when the Cys residue exists in the anionic form so that
the neighbouring Cys residues repulse thereby preventing the
Ag+  Ag+ interactions (Scheme 1a).1 The side chain interactions
seem to be also supported by the observation of CD signals of
(1-naphthalene)acetamide attached to the amine group of the
Cys residue,3 presumably mediated by the inter-amide hydrogen bonding identified in the columnar structure of benzene1,3,5-tricarboxamides.4 Note that in these two cases, with Cys
and its amide derivative of the same chirality of the Cys residue,
the observed CD signal at 360 nm is of the same sign. It hence
appears that the CD signals of those chiral Ag+–thiol coordination polymers reflect the chirality of the chiral thiol ligand. We
therefore envisaged that the achiral coodination polymers
formed from the achiral thiol ligand in the presence of Ag+
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Scheme 1 Interactions in Ag+–Cys (a)1 and Ag+–MPBA (b) coordination
polymers. In the case of (a) a2 4 a1 because of the repulsion between Cys
residues at high pH. Glucose has two cis-diol moieties which bind to two
boronic acid groups, thereby including the chiral saccharide moiety within
the interaction network so that CD signals relating to Ag+  Ag+ interaction
might be observed to enable saccharide chirality sensing.

could be a structural platform to respond to the chirality of the
chiral species that interacts with the achiral ligand, better in a
multivalent manner so that the chiral species is included
within the interaction network (Scheme 1b), not just attaching
to the individual thiol ligand. As a proof-of-concept, we chose
p-mercaptophenylboronic acid (MPBA) as the achiral thiol
ligand to examine if its coordination polymers of Ag+ could
probe the chirality of saccharides that reversibly interact with
the boronic acid group in the chosen thiol ligand.5
Fig. 1a shows the absorption spectra of the Ag+–MPBA solution
of pH 10.0 carbonate buffer with 50% by volume methanol of
increasing Ag+ concentration. The absorbance beyond 330 nm
starts to increase when Ag+ is introduced, suggesting the onset of
the Ag+  Ag+ interaction.1 The plot of the absorbance at 385 nm,
for example, as a function of Ag+ concentration indicates a 1 : 1
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Fig. 1 (a) Absorption spectra of MPBA in pH 10.0 carbonate buﬀer with
50% by volume methanol in the presence of Ag+ and (b) absorbance at
385 nm as a function of Ag+ concentration. [MPBA] = 5  10 5 M.

interaction stoichiometry between Ag+ and MPBA (Fig. 1b),
suggesting the formation of either the 1 : 1 complex or (1 : 1)n
coordination polymers. The appearance of the absorption
relevant for the Ag+  Ag+ interaction, dynamic light scattering
(DLS) data (Fig. S1, ESI†) and fibril structures observed in SEM
images (Fig. S2, ESI†) demonstrate the formation of coordination polymers with Ag+–MPBA repeating unit (Scheme 1b).
Upon addition of glucose into the solution of Ag+–MPBA the
absorbance beyond 320 nm declined (Fig. S3, ESI†), which may
suggest a modulation of the Ag+  Ag+ interaction when glucose
binds to the boronic acid groups of the MPBA ligands. Similar
profiles were observed when other monosaccharides such as
fructose (Fig. S3, ESI†) were allowed to interact with MPBA
ligands in the coordination polymers. It was however noted that
the absorbance beyond 320 nm is higher than zero, which
means that the Ag+  Ag+ interaction remains in the saccharide
bound Ag+–MPBA coordination polymers.
We next monitored the CD spectra of Ag+–MPBA in the presence of chiral saccharides. Fig. 2 presents the traces of the CD
spectra with increasing concentration of D- and L-glucose. Mirrorimaged CD profiles were indeed observed. This shows that the
achiral Ag+–MPBA coordination polymers are able to sense the
chirality of the binding saccharide. We next applied the coordination polymers to other monosaccharides and found that the profile
of the CD spectrum is indeed saccharide dependent in terms of
the signal sign and intensity and wavelength (Fig. 3 and Fig. S4,
ESI†), confirming the potential of this achiral coordination polymeric system in saccharide chirality sensing. The extremely sensitive response of the CD signal toward glucose at the micromolar
level (Fig. S4, ESI†) does suggest a chiral signal amplification in
this case that its sensitivity is much higher than that for fructose
which has a much higher affinity towards monoboronic acid
such as phenylboronic acid (4.4  103 M 1 for fructose versus
1.1  102 M 1 for glucose).6 The ‘‘boronic acid’’ in this coordination
polymer thus acts as a compound containing multiple boronic
acid groups that may afford multivalent interactions with a
saccharide.5c We will show later that a chirality amplification is
indeed observed in the case of glucose binding, see Fig. 4.
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Fig. 2 CD spectra of Ag+–MPBA in aqueous-methanol (1/1, v/v) solutions
in the presence of (a) D- and (b) L-glucose of increasing concentration
from 0 (blue) via 0.1 (red) to 1 (pink) mM. Aqueous solution is buffered at
pH 10.0 by carbonate. [Ag+] = [MPBA] = 1  10 4 M.

Fig. 3 CD spectra of Ag+–MPBA coordination polymers in carbonate
buffered pH 10.0 aqueous methanol solution (1/1, v/v) in the presence
of D-glucose (a, 2 mM), D-galactose (b, 10 mM), D-mannose (c, 2 mM),
+
5
D-fructose (d, 2 mM) and D-xylose (e, 10 mM). [Ag ] = [MPBA] = 5  10
M.
CD signal intensity as a function of saccharide concentration, which
dependence is not only defined by the binding affinity of saccharide toward
boronic acid, can be found in Fig. S4 (ESI†).

Glucose which is known to bind two boronic acid groups5
leads to strong CD signal upon binding to the coordinatin
polymers, presumably because of the multivalent interactions
in the glucose bound coordination polymers (Scheme 1b). The
Job plot indeed suggests a 1 : 2 stoichiometry in the interaction of
glucose with Ag+–MPBA coordination polymers (Fig. S5, ESI†).
It is thus of interest to examine if the chirality of the guest
molecule is amplified. We monitored the CD spectrum as a
function of ee of glucose guest and confirmed that there occurred
indeed chiral amplification from the observed ‘‘S’’- or ‘‘Z’’-shaped
curve4 (Fig. 4). This observation supports the multivalent interactions of glucose guest with Ag+–MPBA coordination polymers
and may be of significance for understanding the mechansim for
chiral amplification in supramolecular polymers.4 In aggreement
with this assumption is the fact that in the case of mannose
which binds with one boronic acid group chiral amplification
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Fig. 4 (a) CD spectra of Ag+–MPBA in pH 10.0 carbonate buffer and
methanol mixtures (1 : 1, v/v) in the presence of glucose of varying ee and
(b) CD signals as a function of ee. [Glucose] = 2  10 3 M, [MPBA] = [Ag+] =
5  10 5 M.

does not occur, as the CD signal is linearly proportional to the
ee of mannose guest (Fig. S6, ESI†). We also applied the ee
dependence of CD signals at 330 nm (Fig. 4b) for glucose ee
measurements and found that the protocol allowed ee measurements with absolute errors within 5% (3 repeated experiments)
for 5 samples of ee’s of 13, 17, 25, 26, 57% using both linear
and nonlinear fittings. In the case of a sample of ee 65% high
errors (over 10%) were noted. Further optimizations may therefore be needed for real sample ee measurements.
In conclusion, we introduced Ag+ coordination polymers of
an achiral thiol ligand bearing boronic acid group as a structural
platform for saccharide chirality sensing. Upon interaction of
monosaccharide with the boronic acid group of the thiol ligand
in the coordination polymers which are intrinsically achiral, CD
signals are observed whose profile enables chirality sensing.
In the case of multivalent interactions of saccharide with the
polymers the CD signal is strong and a chirality amplification
is observed. Whereas in the case of monovalent interaction the
CD signal is weak and no chirality amplification is observed.
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In the latter case it might be of help to introduce additional
interaction motifs such as the N - B interaction,7 via
co-polymerization of another thiol ligand, for example,
Me2N(CH2)nSH, to aﬀord multivalent interactions and thereby
enhance the CD response. This may lead to a general structural
framework for chirality sensing by using mixed thiol ligands
that could aﬀord multivalent interactions with the chiral
guests. Use of coordination polymers invloving metal–metal
interaction can also be extended to other d10 or d8 transition
metals such as Cu+, Au+, Pt2+ and Pd2+,2 and the corresponding
ligands that could be designed to bear binding group(s) for the
chiral analytes. It is believed that efforts following this line
shall be of importance in promoting the developments of
chirality sensing using supramolecular sensors.8 This is now
underway in our laboratory.
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